THE UTAH POLYGRAPH ASSOCIATION

PRESENTS A TRAINING/WORK SHOP ON
'HOW TO DETECT MENTAL & PHYSICAL COUNTERMEASURES'

SEPTEMBER 13, 2006 / 8AM – 5PM - SEPTEMBER 14, 2006 / 8AM - 3PM
@ THE PARK CITY HAMPTON INN

DR. GORDON BARLAND WILL CONDUCT A 2 DAY WORK SHOP THAT WILL INCLUDE LECTURES, MOCK SCENARIOS AND HANDS ON PRACTICE TRAINING TO DETECT MENTAL & PHYSICAL COUNTERMEASURES DURING A POLYGRAPH EXAMINATION. NOTEBOOKS AND HANDOUTS WILL BE PROVIDED. PLEASE BRING YOUR POLYGRAPH INSTRUMENT TO CONDUCT AN ACTUAL EXAMINATION.

UPA MEMBERS: $50.00 / NON UPA MEMBERS: $100.00 / LATE REGISTRATION $150

PAYMENT REQUIRED BY AUGUST 29, 2006. MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO: THE UTAH POLYGRAPH ASSOCIATION - PO BOX 671, BOUNTIFUL, UTAH 84011

ROOM RESERVATIONS AT THE HAMPTON INN WILL BE $79.00 PER NIGHT AND INCLUDE A HOT CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST. CONTACT THE HAMPTON INN DIRECTLY TO MAKE THESE ARRANGEMENTS ASK THE RESERVATIONIST FOR THE UPA DISCOUNT RATE. THE HAMPTON INN - PARK CITY, UTAH / 6609 LAND MARK / 435-645-0900
COMPUTER LINK: www.hampton-inn.com/hi/parkcity

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT:
DONNA TAYLOR - UPA PRESIDENT / 801-558-8588 or quest4truth@msn.com

**********************************************************************************

NAME: _________________________________________ PHONE: ______________________
ADDRESS: ____________________________________________________________________

UPA MEMBER: ( ) YES - $50 ( ) NO - $100 ( ) LATE REGISTRATION $150

IF NOT A MEMBER OF UPA: UTAH DOPL LICENSE #:____________________________

IF OUT OF STATE:
POLYGRAPH AFFILIATIONS: ____________________________________________

POLYGRAPH REFERENCES: ______________________________________________

NOTE: THIS TRAINING IS AVAILABLE TO ALL POLYGRAPH EXAMINERS IN GOOD STANDING WITH THEIR STATE, STATE ASSOCIATIONS, WITH THE AMERICAN POLYGRAPH ASSOCIATION AND/OR THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF POLICE POLYGRAPHISTS. HOWEVER, DISCRETION FOR ACCEPTANCE TO THIS TRAINING WILL BE EVALUATED AND FINAL APPROVAL WILL BE GRANTED BY THE UPA OFFICERS.